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ABSTRACT
Touber, L., 1991. Landforms and Soils ofWestPokot District, Kenya; a site evaluation/or rangeland use. Wageningen (The Netherlands), The Winand Staring Centre. Report 50. 51 p.; 7 Figs.;
3 Tables; 1 map and legend; 3 annexes.
Within the framework of the German funded Range Management Handbook Project, Kenya, an
inventory has been carried out of landforms and soils of West Pokot District at a scale of
1 : 1 000 000. It concerns a site evaluation for rangeland use, which is based on a limited amount
of field observations, and relies heavily on visual interpretation of satellite imagery. The physical
data of landforms and soils are interpreted for aspects of primary production (fertility and soil-water
relationships) and for management aspects (erosion status and -hazard; accessibility for livestock;
flooding hazard; possibilities for the construction of dams and waterpans). Attention is paid to local
names (Pokot language) of landforms and soils. Annex I deals with the organisational and logistic
aspects.
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Map and legend sheet: "Landforms and soils of West Pokot District"
at scale 1 : 500 000

1 INTRODUCTION

The Range Management Handbook Project is a collaboration project between the
Ministry of Livestock Development of Kenya and the German Organisation for
Technical Cooperation (GTZ). It aims at the inventory of the potential for extensive
rangeland use of the dry northern and northeastern regions of Kenya, through studies
on climate, landforms, vegetation, soils and hydrological and socio-economic aspects.
It is the purpose to present the results of these inventories per District in the form
of 1 : 1 million scale maps and their interpretation. Maps and reports should be easily
intelligible to staff of the extension services and planning division of the Ministry
of Livestock Development.
The Winand Staring Centre (formerly STIBOKA) already participated in the inventory
of landforms and soils of Marsabit, Wajir, Mandera, Samburu, Baringo, Isiolo and
Turkana Districts. The present report deals with the landforms and soils of West
Pokot District. As was the case with former district surveys, the present one is based
on satellite image interpretation and a restricted amount of field observations. Due
to the relatively small size of West Pokot, it is the wish of the MoLD that the final
landforms and soils map is presented on a 1 : 500 000 scale.
Field checks were directed towards the assessment of range potential rather than
towards the execution of a conventional "multi-purpose" soil survey. Hence it is
preferred to use the term "Site evaluation for rangeland use" as subtitle for these land
inventories.
Acknowledgements are contained in the mission report, Annex I.
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2 METHODS

2.1 General
Survey methods have been described in a separate volume, dealing with the general
approach to small-scale inventories of soil and vegetation resources in the context
of the Range Management Handbook Project (Touber, 1988). Aspects of this methodology, as far as specific for the present survey, will be only dealt with here.

2.2 Materials
All existing previous studies concerning the area were consulted as much as possible
during the interpretation of satellite imagery. These comprise mainly the Exploratory
Soil Map of Kenya (Sombroek et al., 1982) and all available geological maps and
reports. The literature list contains these publications. A considerable amount of
information has futher been assembled by the AS AL Regional Development Research
Project, Kapenguria.
When preparing field surveys, much emphasis is given to the interpretation of remote
sensing material. Use was made of 1 : 500 000 scale Landsat Tematic Mapper images
taken during the months July/August 1985 and 1986. A 1 : 500 000 scale map was
drawn, showing landforms as interpreted from this satellite imagery. In addition the
1 : 250 000 scale topographic maps were used for further field orientation and
plotting of observation points.

2.3 Survey activities
Field survey took place in October and December 1990. The number of actual field
survey days that were spent on field data gathering amounts to 13. A total of 52 observation points were established. Apart from recording field data at these points,
vegetation and soils were viewed while travelling between points. Figure 1 gives these
locations. It may be clear that not all landform/soil/vegetation types have been
covered by field visits as one would judge necessary for a 100% reliable description.
This is however inherent to the scale at which the Project operates, and not in conflict
with the planned projects output, which calls for a general overview of the natural
resources of each District.
Vernacular soil and landform names were collected by the soil surveyor, by
interviewing local people, knowledgeable as to the qualities and characteristics of
rangelands.
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2.4 Map and report preparation
Map and legend have been prepared according to the standard procedure as described
in Volume I of the Handbook. The 1 : 500 000 scale satellite image interpretation
map has been corrected and amended according to the field data. The final basic
document is in fact a landforms and soils map at scale 1 : 1 000 000. It is presented,
however, on a 1 : 500 000 scale because of the relatively small size of West Pokot
District. One should be aware, that the intensity of the field observations does not
justify a presentation at this scale.
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3 SURVEY RESULTS

3.1 Summary of landforms, rock types and soils of West Pokot District
Highly contrasting environments are found at short distances within West Pokot.
Altitudes range from less than 800 m to over 3000 m, while climatic differences
closely follow these topographic changes. Humid highlands are found in the south
(Cherangani Hills, Kapenguria), from where a mountain range, with summits between
2000 and 2500 m, stretches to the North (Sekerr and Karasuk). On the eastern side
of this backbone, the land drops steeply to a level of 750 -1000 m, forming the semiarid plains around the Kerio, Morun and Turkwel rivers; On the side of the Ugandan
border the land descends via rugged uplands towards dissected erosional plains around
the Suam river, at a level of 1100 - 1400 m. The eighteen landform/soils units have
been summarized into eight groups of units, as shown in Figure 2. All geology of
West Pokot exists of metamorphic rocks, a good deal of which contains a high
amount of ferromagnesian minerals.
1. High level Mountains and Uplands: The highlands at the altitude level of
Kapenguria/Makutano in the south of the District, as well as the high level parts of
the mountain range towards the north, do not belong to Kenya's arid and semi-arid
lands (Map units 1: MU1, 4: UhU and 5: MUl+UhU). These areas are suitable for
forestry, dairy cattle and small scale agriculture. Hence, they will not be further
considered here. However, their existence and their land use have a crucial impact
on the intensity of the utilisation and well being of the neighbouring rangelands
downslope.
2. Mountains and Hills, undifferentiated level: About one third of the District is
occupied by mountain- and hill ranges. Steep and long slopes with shallow rocky
and bouldery soils prevail. There are considerable differences in climatic zones among
these, according to altitude; the higher slopes are more productive and, if accessible,
are more intensively used by livestock, than lower down. (Map units 2: MU2 and
3: HU)
3. Mid-level Uplands, dissected: Mainly to the western side of the Sekerr and
Karasuk mountain range occur uplands of a rugged and irregular topography, at a
level between 1200 and 1800 m height. According to climatic conditions, this area
should be considered as relatively high potential rangeland. However, the
predominantly shallow and rocky soils (Chiroi in Pokot language), and in many places
agressively continuing erosion, combined with bush fallow agricultural activities,
render the productivity of these areas lower than expected. (Map units 6-8: UmU,
UmF, UU+UF)
4. Mid-level erosional plains: Gently undulating plains, surrounding the Suam river,
at a level between 1100 and 1500 m. This type of landform is normally associated
with deep soils, that are red clay loams or brown sandy loams, according to the
composition of rock type. These soils are locally known as Koruron and Chemuria,
13

respectively. However, a devastating sheet and gully erosion has removed most of
these soils, working its way from the sloping drainage incisions towards the almost
flat divides. Vast areas are presently characterised by weathered rock, ironstone
sheets, gravelly layers, or other materials that previously were subsurface horizons.
(Map units 14-16: PdU2, PdF, PdU+PdF)
5. Dissected Footslopes/Piedmont plains: Mountains and Hills are separated from
the mid-level erosional plains by long, low-angle intergrades between footslopes and
piedmont plains. Mostly of high productive capacity, due to climatic zone and soil
qualities, but unfortunately also under heavy attack of gully erosion and badland
development. (Map unit 12: FYd)
6. Low-level erosional plains: In the east and southeast of the district, at a level
of 700 - 1000m occur extensive erosional plains. These form, together with the lowlevel Piedmont Plains, the driest parts of West Pokot District. The erosional plains
are to a more or lesser degree intricately dissected, and characterized by weathered
rock at or near to the surface, covered by a layer of quartz gravel. These soils are
known as Chiroi, appreciated as wet season grazing and reportedly good browse area.
(Map unit PdUl)
7. Low-level Piedmont Plains: Associated with the low-level erosional plains occur
sedimentary piedmont plains, mostly with dark, compact saline clay soils, covered
by lighter textured surface layers. There is quite a variation in soil types and range
land quality, but mostly the area is occupied by so called "Akure", an unproductive
saline, sodic, calcareous soil with dusty surface layer, monotonous stands of Acacia
reficiens, lacking a grass/herb layer. (Map unit 12: YU)
8. River Alluvial Plains: Along the major river courses of Suam, Morun and Kerio
a wider or narrower strip of alluvial deposits offers high potential range land. These
river alluvial plains harbour as well the potental for small scale (irrigated) agriculture.
Soils are locally known as Acham (sandy deposits) and Noroyon (dark loamy, clayey
soils). (Map unit 17: AA)

3.2 Local soil names and mapping units
As indicated in the chapter on methodology, data have been gathered at each
observation point, concerning the local herdsmens appreciation of the soil and
vegetation type encountered. Also vernacular soil names were collected at each point
and the Pokot word for the surrounding landform. These were listed against the map
units in which the observation took place.
During nine days of field work two informants were consulted; one in the semi-arid
western lowlands, and one in the even drier plains between Sigor and Kalossia in
the east. A good collection of names emerged, of which some only referred to soil
colour, without further apparent ecological connotation. Seven terms are given below.
These represent the most widespread and/or ecologically most important soil types
in the areas visited.
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Chiroi, Chiroyo: Gravelly and stony, mostly shallow soils with (metamorphic) rock
outcrops. These are the relatively mineral-rich soils with low moisture reserve, of
which grazing and browse is used at the onset of the rains. These are the preferred
areas in the rainy season for both cattle and goats, partly due to the obvious mineral
content of fodder, but mostly as these soils have little standing hay left in the dry
season. Standing hay elsewhere, on soils with better water holding capacity, is
preserved for the dry season. Another reason of appreciation for chiroi is the
relatively dry environment during the rains: there are no problems with footrot or
tsetse.
Koruron, Korron: Red and reddish brown, strongly weathered soils, as found on
older Footslopes ("kew"), and on end-Tertiary Peneplains: the equivalent of
"Wayama" in Borani and Somali in the northeastern districts. In West Pokot these
soils are mainly strongly degraded: topsoils have been truncated by sheet erosion,
so that the B horizon is exposed, that forms a hard, sealed surface: Koruron are
known as the "soils, where grass will not grow": it produces good browse, but
provides little or no grazing. There are no constraints to accessibility in the wet
season.
Noroyon: "Black clay soil": Two types of dark clay soil are indicated by this term:
1. The heavy, black, cracking clay soils at the downslope side of footslopes and in
bottomlands: "Black cotton soils";
2. Dark, humus-rich, deep clayey soils in riverine floodplains, that are suitable (and
used) for (irrigated) agriculture.
The term is used here for the first, more widespread soil type. Noroyon is avoided
in the wet season because of its muddiness, which often cause cattle and goats to
suffer from footrot. Lack of grazing in the dry season make Noroyon of low value
for cattle; also the cracks in the surface pose some hindrance to access. Noroyon is
used by goats in the dry season they can feed on shed leaves.
Chemuria: Brown, sandy, colluvial upland soils, known as areas where grasses react
fast on first rains (i.e. a good infiltration and relative high fertility). Chemuria is
among the soil types where grazing is preserved for the dry season. However, it is
of low production, as it suits small herds only. As browse area, it is of less quality
compared to Koruron. Chemuria occurs widely spread as small patches in many Map
units, but mostly in the Uplands and Erosional Plains (14 and 15: PdU2 and PdF).
(The term Chemuria is also used for a soil type,"that changes into Noroyon in the
wet season". It does not support grasses.)
Acham: Sandy, stratified alluvial soils along river courses. It is typical of Map unit
10: FS, and parts of 17: AA. These areas have agricultural potential, and are highly
productive of fodder: Acham is always preserved for dry season cattle grazing,
because of large amounts of standing hay. Goat herding is avoided in the wet season
on Acham because of the too high density of the vegetation; also there is a tsetse
problem for cattle during the rains.
Abur: Sandy and loamy stratified sediments, over dark clay. Occurs mainly as outer
fringes of floodplains of larger rivers. Offers best land for cattle dry season grazing,
16

because of its very high production of fodder. Like Acham, it is avoided in the wet
season, due to the high vegetation density, the presence of tsetse, and in some areas
the occurrance of tickborne disease.
Akure: Clayey soils with calcareous murram (kunkar gravel), and probably saline/
sodic in the subsoil. Soils characterized by a dusty bare surface, and a monotonous
stand of Acacia reficiens and/or A. nubica. Akure is widespread in Map unit 12: YU;
it is regarded as unproductive rangeland.
From the information obtained, one can summarize the preferred and avoided types
of land throughout the season, for cattle and goats as follows:
"Best land for cattle in the wet season is offered by Chiroi; while Noroyon is
regarded as the worst. The other soil types should either be preserved for the dry
season (Acham, Abur); cause problems with wet and muddy grounds (Noroyon,
Akure); are tsetse and ECF infested (Acham, Abur); or simply offer insufficient
grazing (Koruron, Akure).
"Best land for cattle in the dry season is found on Acham and Abur, as these offer
grazing in good quantities, and problems with tsetse are lacking. Other soils are
avoided because of surface cracks (Noroyon); because of absence of grazing
(Koruron, Noroyon). Chemuria takes an intermediate position.
"Cattle grazing starts in the wet season on Chiroi, and shifts towards the dry season
to Acham, Chemuria and Abur soil types.
"Best land for goats in the wet season is offered by Chiroi and Koruron. Noroyon,
Akure, Acham and Abur are avoided, because of surface wetness (footrot) and/or
too dense vegetation.
"Abur, Acham and Noroyon offer the best areas for goats in the dry season, as there
is an ample production of (fallen) leaves and Acacia pods. There is no area that is
avoided by goats in the dry season, as all soil types have some possibility to be
utilized.

3.3 Evaluation of soil properties relevant to primary production and range management aspects
3.3.1 General
Methods of interpretation of data gathered, are contained in a separate volume (see
Touber, 1988). The system followed is based on the Framework for Land Evaluation
(FAO, 1987).
Which parameters play a role and how these data are interpreted is briefly
summarized here.
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Within a given climatic zone the availability of soil water and of nutrients are the
land qualities that have a prevailing influence the primary production of rangelands.
Land qualities that are related to aspects of management are erosion hazard, accessibility for livestock and possibilities for the construction of pans and dams.
Li reality more parameters are of influence of course, but data on these are not
obtainable in the context of the present site evaluation. The land qualities are rated
in the following sections, in order to establish a comparison among the various
mapping units. The figures given (ratings) do not pretend to have any absolute value
or quantitative connotation.

3.3.2 Water availability
Soil moisture availability depends on the course of the rainfall/evaporation ratio
through the seasons; the infiltration capacity of the surface soil; the available water
capacity (AWC) of the soil material and the depth of the rooting zone.
We will use the term Water Holding Capacity here for the combined effect of the
three main soil characteristics concerned: Infiltration capacity, AWC, and Rooting
space.
Infiltration capacity depends on the porosity of the surface soil, which in turn is influenced by such parameters as soil texture, soil structure and organic matter content.
Important is that the surface soil is not "sealed". This is the case on certain soil types
that are "overutilized", and where due to too frequent grazing and trampling the
vegetation cover, the organic matter content and hence structure stability and porosity
have diminished. A low infiltration capacity causes (part of) the rainwater to runoff
along the surface. This water will not become available to the vegetation on the soil
where the rain falls. Available water capacity is estimated according to its connection
with the soil texture (see separate volume on methodology).
The depth of the rooting zone may be limited by shallow rocks or an abrupt change
in texture or a change in chemical composition, such as a strong increase with depth
in salinity or sodicity.
Table 1 gives a comparison among the mapping units concerning effective soil depth,
available soil water capacity and eventual runoff losses. A combination of these is
given as "final rating", of water holding capacity in a separate column. These ratings
are expressed on the map of Figure 3.
All map units with stony and rocky surface have been rated of low water holding
capacity. These concern all Mountains, Hills, Uplands and dissected Peneplains. The
higher soil water reserves are naturally found in the river alluvial plains (Map unit
17: A A); the sedimentary delta-like footslopes at the foot of the Cherangani Hills
(Map unit 10: FS); and parts of the Piedmont plains, as far as these are not strongly
eroded (Map units 11: FYd and 12: YU). Li the high-level Mountains and Uplands,
18
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under the prevailing moist climatic conditions, a relative high amount of organic
matter has developed in the topsoils. This is beneficial to infiltration and AWC. As
far as these humic topsoils are not degraded due to agricultural or deforestating
activities, they can be regarded as having a high water holding capacity. (Map units
1: MU1, 4: UhU, and 5: MUl+UhU)

3.3.3 Soil chemical fertility; salinity; sodicity
The mineral composition of the soils can play an important role in identifying
different types of range land. It is not so much differentiating in amounts of standing
crop expected, but rather in mineral content (nutritive value) of the available forage.
The last column in Table 1 presents a comparison of mapping units as to the richness
in mineral content of the soils. The distribution of map unit ratings is shown in fig.4.
Table 1 Rating of soil characteristics, relevant to productive capacity* ofRangelands in West
Pokot District
Unit
no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Mapping
unit

MU1
MU2
HU
UhU
MUl+UhU
UmU
UmF
UU+UF
FU
FS
FYd
YU
PdUl
PdU2
PdF
PdU2+PdF
AA
B

Effective
soil depth

Available
water
capacity

Runoff
losses

Final rating Richness in
water holding minerals
capacity

1: large
5: small

1: high
5: low

1: low
5: high

1: high
5: low

2-4
3-5
3-5

1
3
3

2
3-5
3-5

2/4
3-5
3-5

3
3
3

3-5
3-4
4
3
2
2/5
3/1
4
5/4
5/3
5/3
1
2

3
2
3
2-3
1-2
2
3/1
3
3
2-3
3
1
l(-4)

1: high
5: low

| agriculturally, utilized land
2-5
5/3
5/3
1
1
1/5
2/1
4
5/3
4/2
4/2
1
1

3
3
3
2
3
2
3/1
3
3
2
2-3
1
3

2-4
3
4
4
1
3/5
3/1
3
5
4
4-5
1
1

*) a) Figures connected by hyphen indicate a range of ratings;
b) Figures separated by J. indicate ratings for different soil types within one unit in upand downslope position respectively;
Relatively recently deposited sediments have a comparatively high natural fertility.
Highest ratings have been attributed to map units 10: FS, 17: AA, and parts of
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12: YU. Strongly depleted or leached soils, or soils developed on parent rock of
particular low mineral content do hardly occur in West Pokot District. Deep, red clay
loams ("Koruron") are such depleted soils, but these occur only as small patches,
mainly in the mid-level erosional Plains, and are under heavy attack of sheet and
gully erosion. The majority of soils has a fair amount of primary weatherable
minerals. This is either due to their relative young age in development over
metamorfic rocks, or due to the removal of older, deep and leached soils by
accelerated erosion.
Restrictions in productive capacity of soils in arid and semi-arid areas, due to
chemical properties, are posed by toxicity (salinity, sodicity), rather than by lack of
certain minerals. This may be the case in the dark clay soils of map unit 18: B and
parts of 12: YU ("Akure").

3.3.4 Erosion
As has been explained in the volume on methodologies, it is useful to give ratings
of the three main types of erosion hazard. Li addition, possibilities for recuperation
of the vegetation cover should be estimated as this constitutes to some extent the
resistance to erosion. Terminology, factors and criteria involved are discussed in the
volume on methodologies.
Table 2 contains the conclusions for West Pokot District.
Severe forms of erosion are widespread and nearing an "end-stage" in the form of
gravel or stone pavements or hardrock surfacing (map units 14 and 15: PdU2 and
PdF), or lead into a stage of badland topography (map unit 11: FYd). this situation
is found in the western erosional plains (see Fig. 5). This erosion is the result of
human induced land degradation, and for Kenya a typical example of the situation
between land of agricultural potential and rangeland areas. It is precisely the zone
where the (formerly) better parts of rangeland suffer competition with unsustainable
forms of agriculture. In the arid plains towards the east, bordering Turkana District,
sheet erosion has resulted in a desert pavement, which protects the "soil" against
further degradation (map unit 13: PdUl). this is to the authors opinion the result of
a geological process, rather than human induced accelerated degradation, Only a
minor part of the District is in better condition as to erosion. This concerns the river
alluvial plains (map unit 17: AA) and the as yet untouched parts of the mountainous
high potential areas.
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Table 2 Ratings offorms of actual erosion* and possibilities for recuperation of the
natural vegetation towards productive grazing in West-Pokot District
Unit
no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Mapping
unit

MU1
MU2
HU

1: none,slight 1: none,s!ight
5: severe
5: severe

Possibilities
for recuperation
1: good
5: poor

Final rating
(see fig. 5)
1: slight (risk'
5: severe (risk

2-1
3
4

1
3
3

1-5*
3
3-4

3
2
4
4
1
5
2/1
4
5
4
4-5
1
1

4
3
4
4
1/3
5
2
E/4
5
4
4-5
1
1

Sheet erosion Gully erosion

2-1
3
3

MTU TThTi f a g r ' c u l t u r a I 'y> utilized land
UmU
UmF
UU+UF
FU
FS
FYd
YU
PdUl
PdU2
PdF
PdU2+PdF
AA
B

4
4
4
3
1
3
3-4/1
E/3-4
5
5
5
1
1

3
2/4
3
4
1/4
5
1/2
3/1
4
3
3-4
1
1

a. Figures connected by hyphen indicate a range of ratings
b. Figures separated by J. indicate ratings for different soil types within one
mapping unit, in up- and downslope position, respectively

c. E = "End stage" of sheet erosion

3.3.5 Accessibility
Limitations in accessibility are determined by steepness of terrain forms and surface
ruggedness, because of gullies and/or stones and boulders. Such conditions restrict
livestock movements, limiting the daily "action radius" of herds and thus the actually
available rangeland. The less primary production per ha, the wider this action radius
needs to be. This means that for example in a sub-humid ecozone a certain given
stoniness (e.g. 30% cover of medium and large stones) is a less severe limitation as
compared to the same stoniness cover in extreme, arid conditions.
With other words, accessibility is a land quality that "counts" more heavily under
more arid conditions, as compared to conditions of milder climates. This aspect has
not been taken into account in the present rating system. Only the map units with
moist climatic conditions have been left out of this rating system, because of its
irrelevance in the agro-ecological zones of higher potential (Map units 1: MU1, 4:
UhU and 5: MUl+UhU).
Apart from such permanent, year round restrictions additional limitations to
accessibility are posed during the wet season by flooding or ponding and/or
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stickiness/muddiness of the surface in certain areas. The ratings for these land characteristics are specified in the volume on methodology.
Table 3 Ratings of limitations to accessibility*
Unit
No.

Mapping
unit

Constraints due Constraints due Permanent, year round Addititional
wet season
to surface
constraints
to slope,
topography
1: low / 5:
rocks, sandiness >

severe constraints

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

MU1
MU2
HU
UhU
MU+UhU
UmU
UmF
UU+UF
FU
FS
FYd
YU
PdYj

1: low
5: severe

1: low
5: severe

sheep/ camel cattle
goats

NA
4
4

3
3

3
3

-: none
5: severe

4
4

5
5

-

2
2
2
1/3
1
1/4
1
1/2
2/4
2
1
1
1

2
2
2
1
1
1/4
1
1/3
2
2
2
1
1

•
•

}NA
2
2
2
1/2
1
1/4
1
1/3
2
2

PdY 2
PdF
PdU,+PdF
AA
1
1
B

2
1
2

1/4
1/3

-/(3)
-

2(3)
5

* a. Figures connected by hyphen indicate a range of ratings;
b. Figures separated by J. indicate ratings for different soil types within one unit, in upand down slope position respectively;
c. Figures between brackets reflect situations expected in years of "above average"
rainfall.
Areas of severely limited accessibility are largely confined to all mountainous and
hilly landforms. Steep and long slopes, rocky and bouldery surfaces, deep gorges
and cliffs confine the accessibility largely to old fixed routings of livestock tracks
in these units.
Restrictions in accessibility on land of low relief is posed by gravelliness and
stoniness of the surface and/or a dense network of more or less steeply incised
drainage gullies. Parts of unit 13: PdUl and 11: FYd fall in this category; especially
the ongoing development of erosion gullies in the latter render the access for camels
more and more hectic.
Additional wet season constraints due to flooding and ponding of large stretches of
land, are hardly found in this District (Fig. 7).
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3.4 Evaluation of soils and landforms for irrigated agriculture
It is a widespread belief that areas of the dry Northeastern parts of Kenya can be
put into some kind of productive arable land, if only an irrigation infrastructure would
materialize.
As the realisation of irrigation schemes involves considerable investments, the land
mapping units will be evaluated here as to their suitability for (small scale) irrigation,
in order to see whether such investments are justified. Requirements that are
important in the suitability assessment of land for irrigated agriculture are:
- availability of sufficient irrigation water of suitable quality;
- low levels of soil salinity, and the possibilities to prevent increased salinization
by an effective drainage system;
- soils of good water holding capacity, and which are otherwise suitable as arable
land.
Another (most) important requirement is that the local population would be prepared
and able to maintain and manage such irrigation schemes.
Land that has no obvious limitations to irrigation potential as far as the soils are
concerned, is found in the River Alluvial Plains and the Sedimentary Footslopes (Map
units 17: AA and 10: FS). However, there are serious problems with already existing
irrigation schemes, which are primarily due to the untamed water regime of the river
from which the water is taken: the inlet structures of the schemes tend to be
destroyed.
Other land that merits investigating irrigation potential in more detail in West Pokot
concern the older Footslopes and the Piedmont Plains (Map units 9: FU, 11: F Yd
and 12: YU). However, the devastating development of ravine-like erosion gullies,
for example in unit 11: FYd, as well as the flash-flood character of many river
courses call for an integrated regional land management planning (watershed
protection), in which small scale irrigation schemes could be a component.
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4 MAPPING UNIT DESCRIPTIONS

Mapping unit 1: MU1
Surface area: 489 km2; 53% of the District.
Landform, relief: Mountains at relatively high altitude (over 2200 m): (sub-)humid
climatic conditions prevail over (semi-)arid conditions. Slopes generally very long;
over 30%.
Rock type, Soil parent material: Undifferentiated metamorphic rocks.
Soils: Well drained, shallow to deep rocky and stony soils of various colour and
texture, generally with a well developed thick and humus-rich top soil.
Productive capacity: This area is suitable for more intensive use, such as forestry,
protective forest, dairy cattle, due to the favourable climatic conditions.

Mapping unit 2: MU2
Surface area: 2668 km2; 28.9% of the District.
Landform, relief: Mountains in the altitude range of 1200 - 2200m; very long slopes,
generally irregular, slope steepness over 50%; relief energy over 300 m.
Rock type, soil parent material: Undifferentiated metamorphic rocks; predominantly
gneisses.
Soils: Well drained, very shallow and moderately deep, stony and gravelly sandy
loams to sandy clay loams of various colours, with many rock outcrops and pockets
of well developed A-horizons.
Local landform name: Kamas.
Productive capacity: In general low, due to frequent rock outcrops, and generally
shallow stony soils. Locally high, where deep soil pockets with well developed Ahorizon occur. These have a good infiltration capacity and chemical fertility.
Erosion status/hazard: Rainfall runoff is a normal feature, inherent to this steep and
rocky landform. Removal of natural woody vegetation has intensified this process.
This has also marked consequences for the lower surrounding plains (mapping unit
ll:FYd !), where gully erosion has taken disastrous dimensions.
Accessibility: Severe restrictions for cattle and camels due to steepness of topography
and stoniness of the surface. In spite of this, slopes are rather intensively grazed by
cattle in some areas, especially along the escarpments leading to the highlands in
the South of the District.
Obs.: 49. Information also inferred from similar landforms elsewhere, satellite
imagery.
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Mapping unit 3: HU.
Surface area: 877 km2; 95% of the District.
Landform, relief: Singular isolated hills, or groups of hills and hill ranges. Land at
altitude between 1200 and 1650m. Steep, irregular slopes of variable %.
Rock type, soil parent material: Undifferentiated metamorphic rocks; mostly banded
gneisses, moderately rich in ferromagnesian minerals.
Soils: Well drained, shallow, rocky and stony, friable loamy sand to sandy clay loam,
of various colour; locally over deeply weathered rock; locally with humus-rich top
soils.
Local landform name: Komos (hill range); Kutung (singular, isolated hill).
Local soil name: Chiroi.
Productive capacity: Mainly low, due to shallowness and consequently low water
holding capacity of the soils; this is somewhat counteracted by a fair chemical
fertility.
Erosion status/hazard: Soils are prone to strong sheet erosion. Runoff is high, mainly
due to stoniness, rockiness and sealing of the soil surface.
Accessibility: Severe restrictions for camel and cattle due to steepness and stoniness.
Obs.: Information inferred from similar landforms elsewhere.

Mapping unit 4: UhU.
Surface area: 305 km2; 3,3% of the District.
Landform, relief: High level Uplands, land ranging between 2000 and 3000m altitude.
Steep and gentle, short to moderately long slopes.
Rock type, soil parent material: Undifferentiated metamorphic rocks, moderately rich
in ferromagnesian minerals.
Soils: Various.
This land belongs to the medium/high potential climate zone of Kenya and is not
considered of interest in the framework of the RMHP.

Mapping unit 5: MUl+UhU.
Surface area: 646 km2; 7.0% of the District.
This unit forms a complex of mapping units 1:MU1 and 4:UhU. It concerns here as
well land within the high/medium potential climate zone (over 2000m altitude), and
is not further considered here.

Mapping unit 6: UmU
Surface area: 462 km2; 5.0% of the District.
Landform, relief: Uplands within an altitude range of 1500 - 1800m. Irregular, short
and long, gentle and moderately steep slopes.
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Rock type, soil parent material: Undifferentiated metamorphic rocks, locally rich in
ferromagnesian minerals.
Soils: Complex of well drained, shallow to moderately deep, dark brown to dark
reddish brown, rocky and stony, sandy loam to sandy clay loam, and rock outcrops.
Local soil name: Chiroi (Shallow and stony soil); Ngongosowon (strongly weathered,
unconsolidated rock: Regosol); and Sutowon (Well developed, very dark top soil)
Productive capacity: Within this climatic zone these soils are (apart from the rock
outcrops) of a comparatively moderate to low production, due to shallow rooting
space and low water holding capacity; also the mineral richness is generally low.
However in non-eroded areas, deeper soils with well developed humus-rich topsoils
prevail (Kanjerus, Ugandan border area).
Erosion status and hazard: Locally severe sheet and gully erosion. Climatic conditions
are favourable to a rapid recuperation of the grasses.
Accessibility: Moderate restrictions due to local steep slopes and rugged rocky terrain.
Obs.: 18, 26, 50.

Mapping unit 7: UmF.
Surface area: 240 km2; 2.6% of the District.
Landform, relief: Uplands at altitude range of 1300 - 1600HL Rolling topography
of regular, short, convex slopes, with gentle to moderate steepness (up to 10%).
Rock type, soil parent material: Metamorphic rocks, rich in Ferromagnesian minerals
Soils: Well drained, shallow to moderately deep, dark reddish brown to dark red,
locally stony, sandy loam over sandy clay.
Local landform/soil name: Chiroi (shallow, stony soil), Koruron (red soil),
Ngongosowon (weathered parent rock, Regosol).
Productive capacity: Low, in spite of relatively favourable climatic conditions. The
area appears to be strongly degraded due to bush fallow cultivation that is too
intensive for this (apparently too marginal) agro-ecological zone. Mineral richness
of the soils is high, but top soil conditions and rooting space are unfavourable, mainly
as a consequence of agricultural activities.
Erosion status/hazard'.Badly sheet-eroded at interfluve level (flatter top parts in
landforms), with increasing gully erosion towards the valleys. Possibilities for
recuperation of grazing seem reasonable, due to moderate to high infiltration capacity,
but are precluded by too intensive use of the land.
Accessibility: Locally slight restrictions due to gullying and short steep slopes.
Obs.: 50, 51, 52.

Mapping unit 8: UU+UF.
Surface area: 258 km2; 2.8% of the District.
Landform, relief: Undifferentiated upland areas at an altitude of 1200 - 1500m. Slopes
of varying steepness and length; undulating to rolling relief.
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Rock type, soil parent material: Undifferentiated metamorphic rocks, partly rich in
ferromagnesian minerals.
Soils: Well drained, shallow to moderately deep, gravelly and stony, sandy loam to
sandy clay loam of various colours.
Local landform/soil name: Chiroi (shallow and stony soil); Chemuria (brown sandy
colluvium).
Productive capacity: Typical wet - season grazing area, due to low moisture holding
capacity. Chemical fertility is moderate.
Erosion status/hazard: The area is strongly affected by sheet and rill erosion; locally
severe gullying.
Accessibility: Locally moderate restrictions due to steepness and erosion gullies,
especially for camels.
Obs.: 14, 15, 16, 17.
Mapping unit 9: FU.
Surface area: 74 km2; 0.8% of the District.
Landform, relief: Footslopes at the foot of mountainous escarpments; gentle slopes
of up to 5 km long, ranging from 3% downslope to 8% upslope. Land at altitude
between 900 and 1200m.
Rock type, soil parent material: Colluvial sediments .derived from metamorphic rocks.
Soils: Well drained, very deep, dark reddish brown, friable to firm sandy clay loam,
with a coarse sandy loam top soil in upslope position.
Local landform name; Kew.
Local soil name: Koruron (red soil, where grasses do not grow)
Productive capacity: Moderate to high, if unaffected by erosion. However, topsoils
have disappeared due to sheet erosion. Infiltration rate is consequently low, so that
the otherwise high water holding capacity does not function up to its capacity, except
for the locally more sandy soils at the upslope side. Chemical fertility is low in these
exposed reddish subsoils.
Erosion status: Sheet erosion has removed most of the top soil. Locally severe
gullying develops.
Accessibility: No restrictions.
Obs.: 46, 48.

Mapping unit 10: FS.
Surface area: 37 km2; 0.4% of the District.
Landform, relief: Delta- or Alluvial fan-like footslopes at the foot of mountainous
escarpments, where larger streams enter the dry plains.
Rock type, soil parent material: Sandy and loamy alluvium, derived from
metamorphic rocks.
Soils: Well drained, very deep, brown, stratified, coarse and fine sandy and loamy
deposits.
Local landform name: Kew.
Local soil name: Acham, Abur.
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Productive capacity: High. These sandy alluvial soils along river courses (Acham)
are known for large amounts of standing hay, which is reserved for the dry season.
A moderate soil moisture holding capacity, combines with a high fertility and a rather
regular water supply, due to occasional flooding.
Erosion status: In places (up slope, nearer to the escarpment, and increasingly towards
the Kerio valley) deep gullies have developed as a consequence of streambank
erosion.
Accessibility: No restrictions, except for local erosion gullies.
Obs.: 39,40,50

Mapping unit 11: FYd.
Surface area: 489 km2; 5.3% of the District.
Landform, relief: Footslopes - Piedmont plain intergrades. Land at an altitude of 1200
- 1500m. Long, gentle, somewhat irregular slopes of 1 - 3%, deeply entrenched by
erosion gullies; locally badland topography.
Rock type, soil parent material: Colluvial and alluvial sediments from metamorphic
rocks.
Soils: Well drained, very deep soils of various texture, consistence and colour.
Productive capacity: High on unaffected (non - gullied) land, due to moderate to high
soil moisture holding capacity, fertility and infiltration capacity. However almost 50%
of the land seems destructed by erosion.
Erosion status/hazard: Extreme gully erosion of widespread occurrence; gullies tend
to develop into deep ravines; Badland topography over an estimated 30% of this unit.
Accessibility: Ravine - like gullies seriously hinder transport and communications.
Obs.: 35, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 38.

Mapping unit 12: YU.
Surface area: 397 km2; 4.3% of the District.
Landform, relief: Piedmont plain, very gentle to almost flat, very long slopes, at
altitude of 800-1100 m.
Rock type, soil parent material: Colluvial and alluvial deposits derived from
undifferentiated metamorphic rocks.
Sous: Moderately well drained, very deep, yellowish brown to dark brown, compact
sandy clay; locally calcareous, saline, and/or sodic; in many places with a stratified
sandy top soil; locally with a fine gravelly surface layer.
Local soil name: Akure; Chemuria, Noroyon.
Productive capacity: Rather complex pattern of low productive areas (Akure:
saline/sodic compact clays, without grass production) and areas of better qualities
(Chemuria, where sandy loams colluviated). This unit occurs in the climatically driest
part of the District.
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Erosion status/hazard: None - slight sheet erosion; also oppositional processes prevail
over erosion in most downslope positions.
Accessibility: No restrictions in the dry season. A certain type of Chemuria soil in
this unit reportedly changes into Noroyon in the wet season, ie. forms a muddy and
sticky surface, that should be avoided.
Obs.: 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,

Mapping unit 13: PdUl.
Surface area: 1080 km2; 11.7% of the District.
Landform, relief:Intricately dissected erosional plain (peneplain or piedmont plain)
between 750 and 1000 m altitude. Overall slope is very gentle to gently undulating.
The meso-topography is rolling to undulating due to the deep incisions of the densely
distributed drainage system.
Rock type, soil parent material: Undifferentiated metamorphic rocks, mainly gneisses,
moderately rich in ferromagnesian minerals (quartz-biotite and hornblende gneisses)
Soils: Well drained, very shallow to moderately deep, yellowish red to dark brown,
gravelly loamy coarse sand to coarse sandy clay, in places calcareous and saline, and
with an extremely gravelly surface of angular quartz.
Local soil name: Chiroyo.
Productive capacity: Low, due to a very low moisture storage. This is slightly
counteracted by a moderate soil chemical fertility. The area produces a short lived
wet season grazing, and reportedly a perennially good browse, which almost
exclusively occurs in and along drainage lines. The area has the driest climatic
conditions of the District.
Erosion status/hazard: The "end stage" of sheet erosion has been reached. There is
little soil material left to be eroded away. Runoff percentage of rainfall is high; the
drainage line gullies are being deepened and are extending.
Accessibility: Steep drainage incisions are locally a limitation to camels. The angular
quartz gravel causes damage to hooves of cattle and goats.
Obs.: 3, 6, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47.

Mapping unit 14: PdU2.
Surface area: 332 km2; 3.6% of the District.
Landform, relief: Dissected erosional plain. Land at altitude of 1200 - 1400m. Gently
undulating overall relief; moderately to strongly dissected, due to accelerated erosion.
Rock type, soil parent material: Undifferentiated metamorphic rocks.
Soils: On relatively less eroded interfluves: Well drained, moderately deep, brown,
compact, sandy clay. In the major part of the unit (>60%) in downslope position:
severely truncated remnants of these soils, with outcrops of ironstone, gneiss and
gravel pavements.
Local landform/soil name: Chiroi (shallow,gravelly soil), Sengeko (murram).
Productive capacity: Virtually nil on truncated area; low on original soil remnants.
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Erosion status: Over large parts of this unit the end stage of erosion has been reached.
Accessibility: slight restrictions; On many places the deepening gullies between
eroded and non-eroded land pose a problem for camels.
Obs.: 21, 23, 28, 29, 30, 36, 37.

Mapping unit 15: PdF.
Surface area: 526 km ; 5.7% of the District.
Landform, relief: Gently undulating, partly dissected erosional plain. Land at altitude
of 1100-1400m.
Rock type, soil parent material: Metamorphic rocks, rich in ferromagnesian minerals.
Soils: Well drained, shallow to deep, dark brown to dark reddish brown, locally
rocky, sandy loam to clay loam.
Local soil name: Koruron (red soil), Chemuria (brown, colluviated soil).
Productive capacity: Low, due to restricted rooting space, low infiltration rates and
loss of runoff water. The predominantly reddish clay loam soils have been truncated
by sheet erosion; the exposed subsoil offers a sealed surface. Koruron soils are known
for their very low grass production, but offer good browse.
Erosion status/hazard: Situation is less severe, but almost similar to that in unit 14:
PdU2.
Accessibility: locally moderate restrictions for camels, due to gully formation.
Obs.: 10, 11, 12, 19, 20.

Mapping unit 16: PdU2+PdF.
Surface area: 129 km2; 1.4% of the District.
Complex of soils of mapping units 14:PdU2 and 15:PdF.

Mapping unit 17: A A.
Surface area: 212 km2; 2.3% of the District.
Landform, relief: Floodplain and low terrace of major rivers, with (sub)recent braiding
river channels.
Rock type, soil parent material: Recent, and (sub)recent sandy, loamy and clayey
riverine alluvium.
Soils: Well to moderately well drained, very deep, pale brown to dark brown, loose
to very friable and firm, stratified, micaceous, fine sands to light clay.
Local soil name: Noroyon (Dark soil, suitable for crops); Acham (sandy, productive
soils).
Productive capacity: High, due to good infiltration rate; generally high water holding
capacity; supply of ground- and flood water; and a relatively high natural soil fertility
(mica's, organic matter). This unit contains suitable areas for irrigation. This unit
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supports all riverine Acacia tortilis/ Salvadora persica woodland of Wei Wei, Morun,
Suam, Turkwel and Kerio rivers.
Erosion: Riverbank erosion is a natural geomorphological feature, but is negligible
in West Pokot District.
Accessibility: No restrictions, except for periods of flooding.
Obs.: 13, 24, 25.

Mapping unit 18: B.
Surface area: 18 km2; 0.2% of the District.
Landform, relief: Flat, seasonally ponded Bottomland, at altitude of 1100m.
Rock type, soil parent material: Clayey alluvium and colluvium, mostly derived from
metamorphic rocks.
Soils: Imperfectly to poorly drained, very deep, very dark greyish brown, saline,
calcareous, heavy cracking clay.
Local soil name: Noroyon.
Productive capacity: High, due to run-on water and colluviation of topsoil from
elsewhere; However, locally occurs high salinity. The area offers reportedly no dry
season grazing.
Erosion status/hazard: None. Area of sedimentation, rather than erosion.
Accessibility: Problems in the wet season, due to ponding and flooding, and/or
muddiness of the surface.
Obs.: 2, 4.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The GTZ-funded Range Management Handbook Project aims at the inventory of the
natural resources of the arid and semi-arid lands of Kenya, and the interpretation of
these data in terms of recommendations for sustained forms of range land use. Results
will be presented in the form of reports and maps at a 1 : 1M scale for each district
separately. These are to be used by the Ministry of Livestock Development for both
planning at ministerial level, as well as a first orientation for extension officers at
district location level.
The study is essentially a multidisciplinary one, in which are engaged a climatologist;
a vegetation/range ecologist; a landforms/soils specialist; a hydrologist and a livestock
agronomist.
The Winand Staring Centre participates in the project by providing the expertise for
the landforms and soils inventory and for its interpretation in terms of productive
capacity of rangelands and physical limitations to range land use.
The RMH-project started in 1986 and will be on-going to at least December 1991.
Of the nine districts concerned, so far the survey of the Marsabit, Wajir, Samburu,
Mandera, Baringo, Isiolo and Turkana Districts, have been completed. The present
report concerns West Pokot District, and results from the seventh consultancy to the
Range Management Handbook Project.
The consultant travelled to Kenya on the 7th of December 1990 to carry out the
above mentioned survey in West Pokot District.
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2 ACHIEVEMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS OF THE WEST POKOT DISTRICT
SURVEY

2.1 Survey preparation
In field surveys of large areas for which only a short time period is available (20,000
km in three weeks time in the present case), the interpretation of remote sensing
material is of crucial importance. Prior to field survey, a few days were spent on the
production of an interpretation map at scale 1 : 500 000 of the District. Eightteen
different interpretation mapping units were identified with the help of 1 : 500 000
scale satellite images (EOSAT Tematic Mapper of 1984 and 1985). A base map was
kindly provided by the Kenya Soil Survey. The District is covered by geological
maps. These provide very valuable information in addition to the Exploratory Soil
Map of Kenya at scale 1 : 1 000 000 by Sombroek et al. (1982).
The interpretation map, a copy of which was provided to each of the participating
consultants prior to the field survey, proved useful as a general overview and
appeared sufficiently accurate in most salient physiographic boundaries.

2.2 Field survey
Field checks were located at points identified beforehand as representative according
to the satellite image interpretation map. The vegetation scientist and soil surveyor
conducted their observations simultaneously at the same sites in part of the area. Soil
and landform characteristics that play a role in the performance of rangeland were
recorded, i.e. topography, steepness, drainage condition, soil moisture availability,
rooting space, degree of surface sealing, signs of rainwater run-off, flooding, ponding,
humus content of the top soil, calcareousness, salinity and pH (at the standard depths
of 10,40 and 90 cm), soil consistence and texture. At most of the sites soil fertility
samples were taken. These were delivered at the N.A.L. for a "Mehlig" analysis, i.e.
major nutrients, Carbon content, pH and salinity. Unfortunately, results of these
analyses were not available as yet by the time of report preparation.
The cooperation between the soil surveyor and the vegetation scientist is to ensure
that the existing correlation between landforms/soils and vegetation is expressed in
the maps to be produced. The vegetation scientist, as was the case in the previous
surveys, initiated interviews with local people which not only revealed aspects on
vegetation status and trend. It also provided the surveyors with local soil and
landform names. In fact these vernacular names stand for landform-soil-vegetation
complexes with their inherent production capacities and management aspects
throughout the various seasons. As was the case in most of the previous district
surveys, it appeared no problem to correlate this local information to the delineated
physiographic mapping units.
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Criteria for separating one soil type from the other were not altogether clear in a
number of cases.
Field survey took place between 7 and 19 December 1990. Already prior to this, some
time was spent on surveying parts of Elgeyo Marakwet and West Pokot Districts
during the second field work period of the Turkana District survey in October '90.

2.3 Map and report preparation
After the field survey period a re-interpretation was done of the Landsat Imagery.
Field data were put together on the basis of which eighteen units were identified.
These have been presented on a 1 : 500 000 scale map that forms a final draft map
and legend for publication in the handbook. Finalisation of the complete technical
report materialized in February and May/June 1991, Wageningen.
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ANNEX II:

Itinerary
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
S at
Sun
Mon
Fri
Sat

Sun
Mon

Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri

Sat
Sun
Mon
Tue

9 Oct. Arrange for repair vehicle. Travel Kitale - Iten; meet District Range
Officer; Proceed to Kamwarer; meet Mr. Siele, Divisional Range
Assistant.
10 Oct. Carry out field observations in southern Kerio Valley.
11 Oct. Travel Kamwarer - Tot. Carry out field observations mid - Kerio
Valley. Meet the Divisional assistant Veterinarian.
12 Oct. Carry out field observations in northern Kerio Valley.
13 Oct. Travel Tot - Sigor. Carry out field observations in southeastern WestPokot District.
14 Oct. Carry out field observations in southeastern West-Pokot; southern
Turkana; travel Sigor - Lodwar.
15 Oct. Measure EC samples; review field data.
7 Dec. Travel Amsterdam - Geneva - Nairobi by SR 282
8 Dec. Arrival NBI 9.00h; arrival GTZ office 12.00h; Meet Mrs.
Marscheider; collect vehicle; collect and pack luggage, field
equipment
9 Dec. Travel Nairobi - Kitale - Makutano - Kacheliba. Meet Agricultural
Extension officer, Mr. S.K. Kiplagat. Arrange accomodation and
personnel.
10 Dec. Meet District Officer, Mr. Y.M. Ibrahim, Technical Range Assistant
Mr. J.K. Ngugi. Observations Kacheliba - Kunyau - Turkwel Dam
area.
11 Dec. Observations Kacheliba - Kunyau - Alala. Visit the defunct Koduch
Nakurjit irrigation scheme.
12 Dec. Observations Kacheliba - Koduch and Kacheliba - Kanyerus.
13 Dec. Observations Kacheliba - Matembur - Serewa - Kanyarkwet Kacheliba.
14 Dec. Travel Kacheliba - Kapenguria. Visit District Commissioner, Mr.
T.K. Arap Sirma. Meet District Farmers Training Officer, MoLD,
Mr. Ben Kisiangani. Travel Kapenguria - Sigor. Meet Kerio Valley
Development Authority (KVDA) station manager, Sigor. Arrange
accomodation and personnel.
15 Dec. Observations Sigor - Turkwel Dam - Katilu; and Marich - Sekerr
Forest.
16 Dec. Observations Sigor - Lomut - Kalossia - Chesegon.
17 Dec. Visit District Officer Sigor Division. Observations Sigor - Chepkerer
- Chepkobegh. Travel to Kitale.
18 Dec. travel Kitale - Nairobi. Return equipment KSS. See Mr. Aore, Acting
Head, KSS.
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Wed 19 Dec. Return equipment GTZ. Accounts at G.A.T., Mrs. Marscheider. Meet
Dr. Walther, RMHP Chief Technical Adviser. Depart Nairobi Zuerich.
Thu 20 Dec. Arrival Amsterdam 9.00h.
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ANNEX in:

Terms of reference
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
11.1
11.2
11.3

11.4
11.5
11.6
11.7

The area of investigation includes the Districts Isiolo, Turkana, Garissa, Elgeyo
Marakwet, West Pokot.
Field work will be complemented by desk work on soils.
Field work will include certified spatial occurance of generalized soil types in
more than one land unit.
To point out erodibility or performance to erodibility and erosion hazards by
wind/water. This is necessary for the number of stock which might be
considered to use one specific area.
To improve knowledge on soils during field work, whenever possible, especially
in respect to soil fertility, which might effect growing performance of forage
plants.
Information on the performance (soil fertility etc.) of eroded soils should be
given.
Recommendations should be given where to protect the soil (i.e. which soil
type and Range unit).
Geomorphological occurrence of the major units such as slope gradients and
exposure should be included.
To assist in mapping Range units (vegetation included).
To cooperate with the other scientists expecially during field work.
Results:
Generalized draft maps (as produced for Marsabit District) of related soils of
the indicated areas.
Description of the newly grouped soils which is easily understandable and
usable by related (non-soil trained) personnel.
Description of s oil fertility - if possible with the present informations available
and the informations collected during field work and its consequences for the
use of a particular Range.
Generalized maps of the Districts mentioned under 1.
Concise descriptions on the grouped soils of the above districts.
Suggestions for further work/research.
In case alterations of the programme and needs might occur due to government
decisions, it will be discussed with the consultant.

Note:
If it is necessary to get analysis of soils - esp. soil fertility-arrangements with N.A.L.
and KSS will be done.
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